
DIE TOD UND DAS MAEDCHEN
The whole project is called „Die Tod und das Maedchen“ and will deal with the mostly masculine
representation of death in culture. The myth of „The death and the maiden“ forms the conceptional 
basis for the residencies. Death is by definition the oldest and whitest person imaginable and 
thus forms the final exaggeration of the old, white man in the „Me too“ debate. What can it tell us 
today?

PUBLICATIONS
There will be one showing at the end of each week in the evening at 7:00 pm. Two interviews will
also be filmed in advance. One will be about the artists themselves and the other will be about 
their approach to digital art, their artistic concept and the theme.

FACTS
If this sounds interesting to you and you are a new artist* under 25, email us to
digital@pathosmuenchen.de .

You don‘t have to have a lot of artistic experience or a sophisticated concept. Write us about your
preferred art form and a few lines about yourself until 04.04.22.

 • WHERE: Residence in rooms of the PATHOS (Kreativquartier München)
 • WHO: female artists up to 25 years
 • WHAT: Digital experimental stage with input
 • HOW MUCH: 350€
 • WHEN: 
 • April(GAMING): 23.04. - 29.04.22
 • June: 30.05. - 05.06.22
 • July: 18.07. - 24.07.22
 • DEADLINE: 04.04.22

second OPENCALL
What it Is about ?

A digital stage, a digital laboratory, divided into seven months, art forms, and female artists*. We 
are looking for the latter!

Corona has shown us how much digital art can and cannot do. Despite this rapid progress, many
were left disillusioned. It remained too uninspired, so new, and yet so old. New art forms need time,
leisure, new ideas and new artists to experiment with it. The question is how to realize classical art
in the digital space and how to increase the audience‘s understanding of new purely digital art
forms.

We are still looking for three female artists* under the age of 25 for April (gaming), June (freely
selectable art form) and July (freely selectable art form), each of whom will spend a week working 
on digital art. In April, the art form will be Gaming since the residency will be part of the
GamesFestival.

With input, art form specific tools are being developed for the digital space in one week each. It is
about more than livestreams or video recordings. How can the art form best be transferred to the
digital space? The focus here is not on a finished work of art or the greatest success, but on the
process and the experiment.


